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Abstract
The distribution of cultural variants in a population is shaped by both neutral evolutionary dy-
namics and by selection pressures. The temporal dynamics of social network connectivity, i.e.
the order in which individuals in a population interact with each other, has been largely un-
explored. In this paper we investigate how, in a fully connected social network, connectivity
dynamics, alone and in interaction with different cognitive biases, affect the evolution of cul-
tural variants. Using agent-based computer simulations, we manipulate population connectivity
dynamics (early, mid and late full-population connectivity); content bias, or a preference for
high-quality variants; coordination bias, or whether agents tend to use self-produced variants
(egocentric bias), or to switch to variants observed in others (allocentric bias); and memory
size, or the number of items that agents can store in their memory. We show that connectiv-
ity dynamics affect the time-course of variant spread, with lower connectivity slowing down
convergence of the population onto a single cultural variant. We also show that, compared to
a neutral evolutionary model, content bias accelerates convergence and amplifies the effects
of connectivity dynamics, whilst larger memory size and coordination bias, especially egocen-
tric bias, slow down convergence. Furthermore, connectivity dynamics affect the frequency of
high quality variants (adaptiveness), with late connectivity populations showing bursts of rapid
change in adaptiveness followed by periods of relatively slower change, and early connectiv-
ity populations following a single-peak evolutionary dynamic. We evaluate our simulations
against existing data collected from previous experiments and show how our model reproduces
the empirical patterns of convergence.
Keywords: cultural evolution, convergence, adaptiveness, connectivity, network topology,
content bias, coordination bias, memory, punctuational evolution
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1 Introduction
Human life is shaped by our culture, that is, by socially transmitted information that determines
our behaviour, beliefs, attitudes and values (Richerson & Boyd, 2008). Cultural variants such as
technology, language and beliefs propagate in populations following evolutionary dynamics (Boyd
& Richerson, 1988; Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman, 1981; Neiman, 1995)—individuals inherit cultural
traits from ancestors or peers and occasionally generate new trait variants. Over generations, cul-
tures evolve: some variants are lost, while others spread in a population, sometimes to the point of
fixation, when we can say the population has converged on a variant.
Drift models have been used to explain cultural evolution (Bentley, Hahn, & Shennan, 2004),
and the evolution of human communication systems (e.g. Blythe, 2012; Reali & Griffiths, 2009).
When evolution is neutral (drift dynamics), all variants are equally likely to be adopted by in-
dividuals, and therefore to propagate in the population. In the absence of innovation, drift may
cause cultural variants to disappear and, in turn, reduce cultural variation. Drift models can thus
lead, over generations, to convergence on a single variant. This is particularly true for smaller
populations because random sampling can remove variants faster, resulting in a change of variant
distributions over generations. A variant has been fixed when its frequency is 1, and has been ex-
tinguished when its frequency is 0. Therefore, since the influence of stochastic variation is higher
for small populations, the probability of fixation is also higher in smaller populations (Frankham,
Briscoe, & Ballou, 2002). Interestingly, it is well known that drift may explain the propagation of
cultural variants including baby names, pottery decorations and patents (Bentley et al., 2004), dog
breeds (Herzog, Bentley, & Hahn, 2004) and some diachronic changes in language (DeGraff, 2001;
Komarova & Nowak, 2003; Kroch, 1989). These applications and properties make drift models
usable as null models against which other models can be tested (Hahn & Bentley, 2003; Lipo,
Madsen, Dunnell, & Hunt, 1997; Neiman, 1995; Reali & Griffiths, 2009; Shennan & Wilkinson,
2001).
1.1 Cognitive biases and memory
Some variants spread more rapidly than others. In these cases, evolution is not neutral, but sub-
ject to biases, or selection pressures. Content bias, also termed direct bias by Boyd and Rich-
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erson (1985), relates to individuals’ sensitivity to intrinsic properties of traits, and results in the
more learnable, efficient or effective variants having a higher probability of being adopted by oth-
ers (Hagen & Hammerstein, 2006; Henrich & McElreath, 2007; Vale et al., 2017), and therefore
spreading faster through a population than a neutral, drift model would predict (Gong, Shuai,
Tamariz, & Ja¨ger, 2012; Tamariz, Ellison, Barr, & Fay, 2014). Coordination biases may involve
a preference to use variants we have used before (egocentric bias) or variants produced by others
(allocentric bias). In communicative tasks, for instance, an allocentric bias can be observed under
certain mechanistic accounts of dialogue, since speakers tend to adopt labels used by their inter-
locutors (Garrod & Pickering, 2007; Pickering & Garrod, 2004), which in turn favours cooperation
and coordination (Fusaroli et al., 2012; Fusaroli & Tyle´n, 2016). Content and coordination biases
also interact with each other: Egocentric bias maintains variation, which improves the chances that
content bias will select for the most adaptive variant in a population (Segovia-Martı´n, Walker, Fay,
& Tamariz, 2019).
Cultural transmission is also affected by the memory record of cultural variants. Some authors
claim that the type of variation that learners produce can be explained by memory limitations: for
example, memory can affect language regularisation (Hudson Kam & Chang, 2009; Hudson Kam
& Newport, 2005), compressibility (Chater & Vita´nyi, 2003) or conventionalisation (Tamariz &
Kirby, 2015). In general, memory limitations reduce variation (Tamariz & Kirby, 2015). Because
frequency learning is a prominent aspect of social learning in linguistic and non-linguistic tasks,
regularisation behaviour is consistent with a domain-general account of the observed regularisa-
tion bias and it might be attributable to limited working memory (Ferdinand, Thompson, Kirby,
& Smith, 2013). Ferdinand et al. (2013) also suggest that a tendency to produce representative
variants can lead to high-fidelity reproduction of the training set of variants under low memory
constraints. This idea is very relevant to the scenarios that we aim to model, in which there is pro-
duction and reproduction of a discrete number of variants with high-fidelity. In addition, it allows
us to model memory as a cognitive feature that constraints regularisation on the basis of frequency
learning.
The effects of content and coordination biases on variant propagation were studied by Tamariz
et al. (2014), who constructed a parameterised model of cultural variant transmission to analyse the
patterns of variant spread obtained in an experimental study by Fay, Garrod, Roberts, and Swoboda
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(2010). Fay et al. (2010) had groups of eight individuals playing a Pictionary-like communication
game in pairs. During each game, the director produced a drawing to represent each of 16 mean-
ings, one at a time. For each of these, the matcher tried to guess which of 20 possible meanings
the director was trying to communicate. Participants played this game six times with each part-
ner, with roles reversing for each game, so each participant drew and matched each meaning three
times with each partner. For a given meaning, directors could invent their own ways to depict the
meaning (that is, produce a novel variant) or produce a variant that was produced by a partner or
by themselves in a previous game. After six games, participants swapped partners within their
group and played another six games with their new partner. This partner-swapping was repeated
until the populations were fully connected, with every participant having played with every other
participant. This meant that, by the end of the experimental simulation, for each meaning, a partic-
ular variant could spread to the whole population. In other words, the population could converge
on a single variant for each meaning. Tamariz et al. (2014) found that this convergence was best
explained by a combination of egocentric bias and content bias, where participants would stick
with variants they had produced previously, unless they encountered a better variant, in which case
they would switch to that.
1.2 Population structure, network dynamics and specific social learning sce-
narios
Demographic factors also add selection pressures (e.g. Henrich, 2004; Mesoudi, 2011; Mesoudi,
Whiten, & Laland, 2006; Richerson & Boyd, 2008; Shennan & Wilkinson, 2001; Vaesen, 2012):
The degree of adaptiveness, complexity and cumulative cultural evolution of cultural and commu-
nicative variants can be affected by population size (Cuskley, Loreto, & Kirby, 2018; Derex, Beu-
gin, Godelle, & Raymond, 2013; Henrich, 2004; Kempe & Mesoudi, 2014; Kline & Boyd, 2010;
Kobayashi & Aoki, 2012; Shennan & Wilkinson, 2001), by the degree of contact and migration
between populations (Creanza, Kolodny, & Feldman, 2017; Muthukrishna, Shulman, Vasilescu,
& Henrich, 2014; Powell, Shennan, & Thomas, 2009) and by the structure of the social network
(Gong, Minett, & Wang, 2008; Lee, Stabler, & Taylor, 2005; Lupyan & Dale, 2010; Mueller-Frank,
2013; Olfati-Saber & Murray, 2004). An additional demographic variable, namely the connectiv-
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ity between individuals within or across populations, also enhances adaptiveness and complexity
because it affects the degree of diversity each individual has access to (Henrich, 2004; Kobayashi
& Aoki, 2012; Powell et al., 2009; Shennan & Wilkinson, 2001). However, a recent study suggests
that access to diversity is not the only variable at play, and that if we take into consideration the
potential for an innovation to be adopted and spread, then an intermediate degree of connectivity
may be optimal for cumulative culture, as too much connectivity stifles innovation, whilst too little
cannot maintain complex traits (Derex & Boyd, 2016; Derex, Perreault, & Boyd, 2018).
In the evolution and history of human populations, the structure of the population might have
played an important role in cultural change in ancestral and historical periods (Derex & Boyd,
2016). Critically, it should be noted that population fragmentation and cultural isolation have
been identified as crucial factors to explain the spread of cultural variants such as high quality
ideas (Bjo¨rk & Magnusson, 2009), technology (Hovers & Belfer-Cohen, 2006) or research (March,
2005). Furthermore, it has been suggested that inter-population connectivity may be more than just
a simple reflection of cultural accumulation, and that it may be a critical driver of cultural change
(Creanza et al., 2017).
Important efforts to model the effects of social structures and network dynamics on the spread
of cultural variants have been made in recent years. Particularly interesting for the present study
is the work that follows Axelrod’s model of dissemination of culture (Axelrod, 1997). This model
was based on the assumption that people are more likely to interact with others who share the same
cultural variants, and this in turn tends to increase the number of variants they share. These mech-
anisms, named homophily and influence, have been shown to be prominent explanations for the
persistence of cultural diversity. Expanding on Axelrod’s (1997) model, researchers have explored
social learning and network connectivity effects by implementing new manipulations, which in
general involve complex interactions of agents’ cognition and social structures. Particularly rele-
vant for us are agent-based models that contemplate an interaction between imitation choice rules
and dynamic networks, such as the modelling of the co-evolution of networks and agent’s prefer-
ences (Centola, Gonzalez-Avella, Eguiluz, & San Miguel, 2007), network efficiency and confor-
mity biases (Barkoczi & Galesic, 2016) and network connectivity and group performance (Lazer
& Friedman, 2007). All these models manipulate specific features of the network topology and
agent’s cognition in order to predict the spread of cultural variants and the convergence on shared
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cultural variants. It is important to recognise that each of these agent-based models is based on a
number of tractability assumptions that, depending on the focus of the study, lead to paying more
attention to either macro processes or micro processes. The ability of many of these models to
make global predictions takes focus away from micro-processes such as the composition of the
pairings at the most elementary level, limiting the tractability of each of the agents that take part in
the cultural process.
In the real world, the order in which individuals pair over time is sometimes determined by
stochastic events that govern path dependencies, that is to say, a limited record of experiences that
one has experienced in the past. When individuals in a community are carriers and transmitters of
information, different orderings can yield different levels of sub-population isolation at different
times, which in turn affects the probability of dissemination of information in social groups. For
example, the specific pair composition within a micro-society determines the number of agents
that can potentially share the same variant at different times. To be more specific, the present study
can be applied to a number of socio-cultural scenarios that are governed by turn-based interven-
tions (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1978), in which the organisation of turn taking might play
an important role in, for example, the formation of sides during jury deliberations (Manzo, 1996;
Stone, 1969), computer mediated communication (Garcia & Baker Jacobs, 1999), the evolution
of communicative conventions in the lab (Bloom, Russell, & Wassenberg, 1987; Fay, Garrod, &
Roberts, 2008; Fay et al., 2010), or communication in group decision-making (Bormann, 1996;
Stasser & Taylor, 1991). This might include certain group dynamics in the work place, job se-
lection processes or strategies in team games. What these scenarios have in common is that they
usually
(a) occur in relatively short period of time;
(b) take a relatively small population;
(c) consist of a relatively small number of interactions between actors;
(d) are systematically structured by a prefixed scheduled algorithm; and
(e) have a tendency to require convergence as an outcome (e.g. jury verdict or final outcome of a
decision-making process).
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These properties make these socio-cultural scenarios sensitive to subtle changes in the network
structure, which can potentially enhance the impact of the formation of short-term clusters (i.e.
groups of agents with strong ties or who interact more frequently with one another) and individual
biases on the outcome of the process. The formation of short-term clusters can lead to differ-
ential information concentration that can dramatically affect the spread of highly valued variants
within the group (Axelrod, 1997; Centola, 2018; Gonza´lez-Avella, Cosenza, Klemm, Eguı´luz, &
San Miguel, 2007).
It is important to stress that given similar outcomes, differential temporal pathways towards
convergence might have dramatic effects on specific social learning scenarios. When there is
increasing pressure on actors to accelerate decision making, the importance of partial states in-
creases. For example, time-dependent decision making models have shown partial outcomes to
be crucial to determine the quality of research when scholars face the exploration-exploitation
dilemma (Chavalarias, 2017). These time-dependent learning metrics can be amplified in multiple
choice tasks in which opinion is based on one-shot experience per option, such as wine tasting
(Mantonakis, Rodero, Lesschaeve, & Hastie, 2009), or even affect juror’s decision making after a
sequence of systematically organised sequence of speeches (Shteingart, Neiman, & Loewenstein,
2013; Stone, 1969). Although these scenarios can vary widely, in this study we explore how the
time to convergence can be affected by connectivity dynamics.
Using the computer model described below we attempt to model social network structures such
that they are characterized by a different schedule, which leads to the formation of differential
short-term clusters that might serve as a reasonable proxy for scenarios as those mentioned above.
While clustering and social influence in social networks has been studied empirically (Becker,
Brackbill, & Centola, 2017; Centola & Baronchelli, 2015), there are relatively few formal mod-
els that examine the combined effect of cluster formation and individual influence (Centola et
al., 2007; Muthukrishna & Schaller, 2019). These models have successfully shown how the co-
evolutionary dynamics of social influence and network structures can affect cultural change. In
our model, we explore specific evolutionary dynamics of network structures and individual biases.
We implement content biases, coordination biases and memory, three parameters that have been
shown as crucial in the acquisition of variants under controlled conditions when using small-scale
societies (Tamariz et al., 2014).
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1.3 Connectivity dynamic and path dependencies
A key innovation of the present study is that we aim to address the effect of different orderings
by focusing on a particular microscale manipulation of the social network that remains largely
unexplored: The order in which connections between individuals unfold over time. We call this
the network connectivity dynamic. The most basic network topology is a fully connected network,
in which all nodes are interconnected. In a population of individuals, this means that, over time,
each individual interacts with every other individual. However, the same fully connected network
may follow different temporal patterns of connectivity, and this may have consequences for variant
spread. For instance, a pattern may lead to temporary isolation of one or more sub-populations,
generating path dependencies that affect the dissemination of information in the social network,
in a similar way to how long-range ties might affect the population dynamics of beliefs, opin-
ions and polarization (Turner & Smaldino, 2018) or stochastic events the evolution of coopera-
tion (Smaldino & Schank, 2012). Importantly for the present study, Turner and Smaldino (2018)
show that the order in which agents interact, all else being equal, has a dramatic influence on the
long-term polarization of the population. This finding motivates us to propose a reevaluation of
a specific small-scale cultural evolutionary model of dissemination of variants by systematically
manipulating the effect of the temporal network connectivity dynamics on a range of various out-
comes and how this interacts with other previously established factors, such as content-based bias,
coordination bias and memory size. In such small sub-populations, drift can reduce diversity, dis-
proportionately favouring variants that happen to be present in the population, and which are not
necessarily adaptive (Henrich, 2004). A different connectivity pattern may never yield pockets of
isolation, which would lead to different evolutionary dynamics. In this paper, we address how the
connectivity dynamic, alone and in combination with content and coordination biases, affects the
spread of cultural variants in a population. In order to manipulate the connectivity dynamic, we
draw on a well-known pairing methodology called round-robin tournament, which allows us to
optimally control that the probability of contribution of each agent to the evolutionary process is
the same. This strict control of the connectivity dynamic condition is important to then examine
the robustness of our findings by experimenting with the manipulation of agents’ cognition. Three
different connectivity dynamics are used in this study, each of which yields a different level of
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temporal sub-population isolation at a given time (see Section 2).
To our knowledge, the specific manipulation that we propose here has not been taken into
account in experimental work or models on cultural and language evolution, and it would be espe-
cially relevant to those researchers that use dynamic interactive micro-societies of agents switching
partners over time (e.g. communicative games, cooperative games or tournaments: Baum, Rich-
erson, Efferson, and Paciotti (2004); Byun, De Vos, Roberts, and Levinson (2018); Caldwell and
Smith (2012); Fay et al. (2008, 2010); Mesoudi and Whiten (2008); Raviv, Meyer, and Lev-Ari
(2019); Tamariz et al. (2014). In most cases, experimental designs of micro-societies of interact-
ing actors only include one pair composition out of all the possible combinations of pair shuffling,
and therefore, outcomes are related with only one specific population connectivity dynamic, po-
tentially affecting the accuracy of the generalizations made by these studies.
We use the experimental design of Fay et al. (2008, 2010) and Tamariz et al. (2014) as a starting
point for constructing our model. Tamariz et al.’s (2014) study was designed to test whether the
observed variant distributions obtained by Fay et al. (2010) were best explained by neutral drift
or showed evidence of selection and adaptation mediated by content and/or coordination biases.
Their results indicated an interaction of both biases: Participants displayed egocentric bias and
content bias; they tended to produce the variants they had previously produced themselves except
when they encountered a better (simpler, cleverer, etc.) variant (through mutation/innovation or via
a partner), in which case they tended to adopt it. Additionally, participants seemed to have short
memory and tended to produce mostly variants that they had seen or produced in the preceding
couple of games. Although the model in Tamariz et al. (2014) was useful to show an interaction
between content and coordination biases and depict the number of data structures explained by
the biases in the experiment, predictions on the specific weight of each bias on the spread of
variants were not determined due to the explanatory nature of the model implemented, which took
as input the history of the representational variants that the participants had used or seen during
the experiment. The interactions between memory and the cognitive biases examined were not
explored either.
For the present study, we extend Tamariz et al.’s (2014) study in two important ways. First,
we add a new manipulation: Population connectivity dynamic, in addition to content, coordination
biases and memory size. We will evaluate the importance of individual parameters and their inter-
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actions on the evolution of convergence. Our model does not take experimental data as input, but
will be initialised with a random computationally generated distribution of cultural variants. Im-
portantly, we use our model to produce data that can be later used to make predictions or compared
to the experimental datasets that have been mirrored. Second, our model aims to be a valid tool to
find the best-model fit of connectivity conditions associated to existing experimental datasets that
use interactive pairwise micro-societies based on round-robin tournaments applied to the dissem-
ination of cultural variants. This is done by exactly imitating the schedule algorithm of existing
experimental designs with human participants. These two innovations allow us to establish causal
links between properties at the level of individual agents (content and coordination biases, memory
size) and of the population (connectivity dynamics and population size) on one hand, and proper-
ties of the culture (evolution and adaptiveness of variants) on the other.
In light of previous research, two important questions are addressed in this paper. On the
one hand, to what extent do the interactions between content bias, coordination bias and memory
affect the evolution of cultural diversity in round-robin interactive micro-societies? These analyses
replicate and extend previous work. On the other hand, do connectivity dynamics affect cultural
diversity in a population, and do they interact with the cognitive biases and memory size, modifying
the rate of convergence and the adaptiveness of cultural variants during cultural evolution?
2 Methods
We constructed an agent based model that simulates micro-societies of agents who interact in pairs
for a number of rounds. We look at the spread of n competing variants, each of which is originally
unique and produced by each agent in the simulation. We systematically manipulated the values
of several global and individual parameters, including connectivity dynamics and cognitive biases
(see Section 2.4), and quantified the resulting changes in the evolution of the convergence and
diversity of cultural variants (see Section 2.5). We also provide comparison of our model by testing
our simulated data against the real experimental data collected by Fay et al. (2010) and coded by
Tamariz et al. (2014) (see Section 4).
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2.1 Purpose
The purpose of the model is to understand how the interaction between cognitive biases, memory
and the order in which agents pair with each other over time affect convergence. It also aims at
evaluating the relative importance of each parameter combination and make predictions on the
evolution of cultural diversity. Finally, it is tested against experimental data to find the best model-
model fit associated to different connectivity conditions.
2.2 The model
We consider a simplified micro-society of agents, each of whom is characterized by a number of
state variables as described in Table 1. The micro-society initially contains N agents, who pair-up
and interact in pairs for a number of rounds (R). Each interaction consists of a cultural variant
exchange (Fig. 1). We simulated pairwise interactive micro-societies of N = 8,16 and 32 agents,
allowing us to track all agent pairings during N − 1 rounds according to the pair composition
illustrated in Fig. 2. This type of scheduling algorithm is called round-robin tournament, and it
allows every agent to be paired with every other agent for exactly one round. In our micro-societies,
N is even, which means that in each N−1 rounds, N/2 games (or pairwise interactions) can be run
concurrently.
Different algorithms can be used in order to create a schedule for a round-robin tournament
and all of them contain the same number of games N(N− 1)/2. In our model, agents interact in
each game by exchanging information, therefore not all the schedules allow the same spread of
adaptive information, because different schedules can pair-up agents forming different levels of
sub-population isolation at different times. We implement three different connectivity dynamics
that differ with regards to how many agents could potentially share the same variant at a given
time. In other words, each connectivity dynamic examined (early, mid, late) differ from the others
in how fast a cultural variant could potentially spread out among the agents of the micro-society
(Fig. 2).
In our model, each agent i has its individual cultural attributes defined as a matrix of cultural
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variants. The state of an agent i is a 2× r matrix of cultural variants, which we call A,
A =
σie1 σie2 ... σier
σia1 σia2 ... σiar
 (1)
where σier corresponds to a cultural variant produced by agent i in round r, and σiar corresponds to
a cultural variant observed by agent i in round r. Thus, the state of agent i is its record of produced
and observed cultural variants, which are stored in a two-row and r-column matrix. Produced
variants are stored in the memory as egocentric, designated as e. Observed variants are stored in
the memory as allocentric, designated as a.
2.3 Model dynamics
The dynamics of the model are defined by the following steps. In the initial state each agent i is
randomly assigned a cultural variant σi selected from a pool of n distinct cultural variants without
repetition. Each variant originally assigned to each agent is unique, and it is the first variant
they produce in their first interaction at round 0,r0. The initial pool of variants in the micro-
society can be defined as a V vector of length N, that contains one cultural variant for each agent
(σi0,σ j0, . . . ,σn0), where σi0 is the variant initially assigned to agent i, σ j0 the variant initially
assigned to agent j, and so on.
At the beginning of each round r, agents are paired using one of the three connectivity dy-
namics (early, mid, late) represented below (see population connectivity dynamics), each of which
describes a different schedule to pair-up agents. Each connectivity dynamic examined differ from
the others with respect to how many agents can potentially share the same cultural variant at one
given round.
Once agents are paired, at each round r, they interact by presenting and observing one cultural
variant. Within each pair (Fig. 1), each agent in turn samples its memory to produce a variant (Fig.
1, top) according to the probabilistic function defined in Equation 2. At this point, there is a small
probability of innovation, in which case, the variant produced will be randomly sampled from one
of the n variants the population was initialised with. Then, both agents add both variants to their
memories (Fig. 1, bottom). That is to say, at round r, when agent i and agent j interact, i produces
variant σi and j variant σ j. Both agents store the two variants in memory. Agent i stores variant σi
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in its egocentric memory as σier and σ j in its allocentric memory as σiar. Agent j stores variant σ j
in its egocentric memory as σ jer and σi in its allocentric memory as σiar.
aie1bie2 biɑ1ciɑ2 cje1cje2djɑ1ajɑ2
Agent i Agent jb
d
1. Productionaie1bie2 biɑ1ciɑ2 cje1cje2djɑ1ajɑ2
Agent i Agent jb
d
2. Storage
Round 3
dje3bjɑ3bie3 diɑ3
r1r2
e a
…
Figure 1: Illustration of the interaction between a pair of agents at one round of the simulation. At
round 3, agents have already some variant tokens in memory, which they have stored in previous
rounds. For each variant in memory, the letter represents the type (e.g. a, b). The first index
represents the agent’s identity; the second index represents whether the variant token is stored as
allocentric (variant produced by other agent) or egocentric (produced by self). (Note that if an
agent produces a token of a variant type that in the past was stored as allocentric, the token is
stored as egocentric in the present round.) The third index indicates the round at which the variant
was stored. During the round depicted (round 3), first, one variant token in each agent’s memory
is selected for production (in the figure, the tokens surrounded by a star). Once both agents have
produced a new token of the selected variant, they proceed to store them in their memory. Their
own variant is marked as egocentric, and as produced at round 3; the other agent’s variant is marked
as allocentric and also as produced at round 3.
2.4 State variables and probability distribution of variants
The model takes several parameters as described below:
(a) Number of agents (N): we simulate micro populations of N = 8, N = 16 and N = 32 agents.
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(b) Number of rounds (R): This depends on the number of agents. A run of the simulation includes
N− 1 rounds, which allows every agent to be paired with every other agent for exactly one
round. A single round is designated as r.
(c) Population connectivity dynamics. This reflects the order in which the agents are paired with
each other. Different orderings yield different levels of sub-population isolation at different
times (Fig. 2). For example, in our 8-agent micro-societies, three different connectivity dy-
namics can be described with reference to how many agents could potentially share the same
variant by round 3: In the early connectivity condition, all 8 agents could share the same
variant by round 3; in the mid connectivity condition, 6 agents could share same variant by
round 3; in the late connectivity condition, 4 agents could share the same variant by round
3. We examine 3 connectivity dynamics: Early (E), mid (M), late (L), in 8, 16 and 32-agent
micro-societies. Due to the wide range of possible permutations for mid connectivity in the
larger micro-societies, in this case, for each run, we use a random selection among possible
permutations.
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AB
Round Early Mid Late
1
2
3
Agent
Agent with red variant
Transmission
Transmission of red variant
Figure 2: A. Examples of agent pairings for each type of connectivity dynamic, in a micro-society
of 8 agents. In red, agents who may, in the current round, potentially have in their memory the
variant produced by agent 1 in round 1. B. Three different network connectivity dynamics can be
described within a pairwise interaction account for a dynamic fully connected network of 8 agents.
By round 3, potentially 8 (in the early connectivity dynamic), 6 (in the mid connectivity dynamic)
or 4 (in the late connectivity dynamic) agents share the red variant.
(d) Coordination bias (c) captures the extent to which an agent has a preference for self-produced
variants or partner-produced variants. It fixes the likelihood of a variant being produced de-
pending on whether it originates in others or the agent itself. It takes values from 0 (fully
egocentric: Preferring self-produced variants over other-produced variants) to 1 (fully allo-
centric: Preferring other-produced variants over self-produced variants). The strength of the
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coordination model is determined by the combined mathematical complement of the content
bias and the innovation rate. That is, for each agent and round, variants are selected for pro-
duction using the probability of the complement of each of the other cognitive features. When
coordination bias is 0.5, we have a neutral coordination model where variants in the egocentric
and the allocentric memory are equally likely to be produced. Coordination bias values from
0 to 1 in steps of 0.1 are examined.
(e) Content bias (β) and variant quality (s) are two closely related parameters that determine vari-
ants selection due to their intrinsic value. Parameter s corresponds to the intrinsic value of
each communicative variant and it indicates to what extent the variant is preferred over the
other variants (s is 1 if the signal is preferred over the others, 0 otherwise). Variant quality is
a binary trait and the population is initialized with one preferred variant, which is determined
at random at the initial state of each simulation. This is motivated by the types of scenarios
we aim to simulate, in which, in general, there is a tendency to converge on one or few shared
variants. We assume all the agents have the same initial preference. However, this assumption
does not mean that agents always choose high quality variants, since variant choice is defined
by a probability distribution function which, in addition to content biases, is determined by
other cognitive parameters and the frequency of variants in agents’ history (see Equation 2).
In the present study, we assume that the preferred variant is adaptive, that is, it has (by defini-
tion) higher probability of being produced. In real life, adaptiveness may be due to a variant
being easy to produce, to memorise or to process, attractive, effective or efficient for a desir-
able function, etc. For adaptiveness measures, the frequency of high quality variants (s = 1)
is considered (see Section 2.5). Parameter β captures agents’ sensitivity to variant quality (s),
and ranges from 0—not sensitive at all—to 1—fully sensitive—in steps of 0.1. Parameter β is
operationalised only if the target variant σi has been produced or seen at least once—in other
words, one cannot prefer to re-produce a variant due to its quality until one has been exposed
to that particular representation. Thus, given a variant σi, the product β× si determines the
probability that variant σi is selected due to its intrinsic value, and this product ranges from
0 to 1, in steps of 0.1. Note that, at each round, as explained in the model dynamics, each
agent stores two variants in its memory (the one that was produced by the agent itself and the
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one that was produced by its partner). Thus, content bias does not affect the storage process
in our model (agents store in memory all the variants they encounter), it only affects agents’
production. In simple words, the higher the value of β, the higher the probability of producing
a cultural variant due to its quality. When content bias is 0, we have a content drift model.
Content bias values from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1 are examined.
(f) Memory size. We manipulate memory size (m) by limiting agents’ access to their memory
store. It corresponds to the maximum amount of history that can affect the variant choice. At
each round, when an agent has to produce a variant, it can only choose between the variants
that were stored in the preceding rounds. A memory size of m means that the model remembers
at most the last m egocentric entries h | E,m and the last m allocentric entries h | A,m from
any history h. The relative frequencies of variants in h | E,m define the egocentric initial
distribution f (h | E,m) and in h | A,m the allocentric distribution f (h | A,m).
(g) Innovation rate (µ). Agents can generate novel variants. We fix the innovation probability
at 0.02 by using a flat distribution φ(x) weighted by innovation rate, which means that 98%
of variant choices reflect the probability distribution yielded by all the parameters described
above, while 2% is a random choice among all 8 initial variants. We have chosen this value
for two main reasons. First, for consistency with the innovation rate found in Fay et al. (2010)
experimental data by Tamariz et al. (2014). Second, because in the present study we attempt
to find the best model fit associated to that same dataset.
For each round in the simulation, for each agent, the model yielded a probability distribution
of variants (x) for a given history (h) of previous rounds, according to the following equation. We
use the apostrophe (′) to denote the probabilistic complement: a′ = 1−a.
Pr(x | h) = µ′β′c′ f (x | h|E,3)+µ′β′ f (x | h|A,3)+µ′βs+µφ(x) (2)
We run the simulation with 1452 different parameter value combinations. For each parameter
combination, we ran the simulation 1000 times. For each model run we assume that all agents have
the same connectivity dynamic, biases and memory sizes. The results below show the average
and standard deviations of the number of runs of each parameter combination examined. All
parameters and state variables can be found in Table 1.
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Model parameters 
Entity Parameter Symbol Number of levels Value(s) 
Agent Content bias β 11 
 
0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1 
 
Coordination bias c 11 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1 
Memory m 4    1, 3, 5, 7 
Innovation μ 1    0.02 
Variant quality s 2    [0,1] 
Agents’ sensitivity to variant quality b 11 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1 
Variant in agent’s memory record d 2    [0,1] 
Flat distribution of variants  φ(x)   
Egocentric entries for a given history h|E,m   
Allocentric entries for a given history h|A,m   
Distribution of egocentric variants for a given 
history 
f(h|E,m)   
Distribution of allocentric variants for a given 
history 
f(h|A,m)   
Probability distribution of variants for a given 
history 
P(x|h)   
Agent state (agent cultural attributes) A   
Cultural variant σ   
Agent ID i,j,…,n   
Produced variant by agent i σi   
Stored variant in egocentric memory by agent i σie   
Stored variant in allocentric memory by agent i σie   
Global Number of agents per group N 3 8,16,32 
Initial pool of variants V 3 8,16,32 
Number of competing variants n 3 8,16,32 
Number or rounds R=N-1 3 7,15,31 
Round r   
Initial round r0   
Number of games per round N/2 3 4,8,16 
Number of games per run N(N-1)/2 3 28,120,496 
Connectivity dynamic Early (E) 
Mid (M) 
Late (L) 
3 E, M, L 
Table 1: Parameters, state variables and scales.
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2.5 Quantifying convergence and adaptiveness
At its most general level, evolution is defined as a change in the frequencies of different variants
in a population over time. We are therefore interested in the composition of the pool of 8, 16
or 32 variant tokens produced by the agents at each round, and how it changes over rounds. We
examine the level of convergence in this pool, or the extent to which agents used the same variant.
Following others (e.g. Fehe´r, Wonnacott, & Smith, 2016; Smith & Wonnacott, 2010), we quantify
convergence using the information-theoretic notion of entropy (H) (Shannon, 1948):
H(V ) =−∑
viεV
p(vi) log2 p(vi) (3)
where V corresponds to the set of variants, and p(vi) is the probability of ith variant in that set.
Entropy is a well-established alpha diversity index that has been used to measure cultural diversity.
High entropy corresponds to low convergence.
Evolution, even by drift, may increase convergence (and decrease entropy), as random sam-
pling at each round gradually eliminates variants from the pool (and our low level of innovation
is not enough to compensate for that). For example, at round 0, where each agent produced its
own unique variant, the probability distribution over the 8 variants was flat (each variant had a
probability of 1/8) and the entropy was maximal (H = 3 bits). Over time, as agents converged,
entropy would decrease; if, say, by round 7, the probability of 1st variant was 0.75, the probability
of 2nd variant was 0.25 and the probability of the remaining variants was 0, the entropy would be
0.811 bits.
To better understand the mechanics of evolutionary algorithms, a number of studies have in-
vestigated time to convergence (TC). The number of rounds until convergence has been used to
analyze convergence properties of genetic algorithms in studies about population sizing, network
structures and theory of convergence (e.g. Mueller-Frank, 2013; Olfati-Saber & Murray, 2004; Pe-
likan, Goldberg, & Cantu´-Paz, 2000). This additional measure is important because it allows us to
predict more accurately the moment at which one population will reach convergence under differ-
ent conditions. Additionally, it gives us more information about how relevant agents’ choices were
in the first rounds. Therefore, in some analyses we will also present time to convergence (TC) or
the number of rounds it takes for the population to reach full convergence (defined as H = 0 bit)
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for the first time.
Researchers on cultural evolution have developed models that link demography and cultural
adaptiveness, using a variety of mathematical approaches (Henrich, 2004; Mesoudi, 2011; Shennan
& Wilkinson, 2001). These models describe how a trait changes in frequency over time. We
calculated the adaptiveness (A) of the cultural system at each round (t) as the frequency of high-
quality variants (quality is measured by s, see above) at that round,
A(t) =
nh(t)
N(t)
(4)
where nh(t) is the number of high quality variants at round t and N(t) is the total set of variants
produced in round t.
Two considerations apply to our study when we calculate average change in high quality vari-
ants. First, we use relative fitness equations to account for the adaptiveness of high quality variants,
that is to say, we only consider the frequency of cultural variants having s = 1. Second, we as-
sume that cultural variants are distributed, and therefore transmitted at each round, according to
our parametrized model, as defined in Equation 2. Thus, in our case, the change in the adaptiveness
(∆A) of high quality variants due to selection follows immediately from our definition of adaptive-
ness. This tractability assumption simplifies our equation considerably, because now the change in
adaptiveness equation reduces to:
∆A = A(t +1)−A(t) (5)
where change in adaptiveness (∆A) takes the difference between the adaptiveness in the subsequent
round A(t +1) and the adaptiveness in the earlier round A(t). Therefore, a change in adaptiveness
above 0 (∆A > 0) indicates that the fitness of high quality variants produced by agents increased
from one round to the next. When ∆A = 0, variant frequency was stable from round to round.
3 Results
In this section we offer a summary of the results of two selection models (content bias and coor-
dination bias) against a drift model, and how they interact with each other (Section 3.1). Next, we
show the effects of memory limitations (Section 3.2). Figures for these analyses can be found at
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the end of each section. Additional analyses on conditional entropy distributions can be found in
Supplementary material. In Section 3.3, we focus on the effects of population connectivity dy-
namics on entropy, time to convergence and change in adaptiveness of the cultural system from
round to round. We also pay special attention to the interplay between connectivity and two strong
drivers of convergence: Content bias and population size. We use statistical inference to fit models
to our data (see Supplementary material). However, following White, Rassweiler, Samhouri, Stier,
and White (2014), we use frequentist statistical models only to calculate effect sizes in our mul-
tifactorial simulations, but we do not report p-values, which can be meaningless when applied to
simulation model output. In the following analyses we show mean values and standard deviations
(Mean ± SD).
3.1 Cognitive biases
We ran simulations manipulating the level of content bias (β). When compared with a neutral
content bias model (β = 0), content bias increased convergence (decreasing entropy). Mean en-
tropy was greatest when β = 0 (2.451± 0.448 bits) and lowest when β = 1 (1.020± 1.136 bits).
Similarly, when keeping coordination bias at a neutral level level (coordination bias = 0.5), mean
entropy was greatest when β= 0 (2.277±0.478 bits) and lowest when β= 1 (1.015±1.137 bits).
When we considered coordination bias (c) alone (β= 0), egocentric bias reduced convergence.
Mean entropy was greatest when c = 0 (strongest egocentric bias) (2.013±1.060 bits) and lowest
when c= 0.5 (neutral coordination) (1.768±0.956 bits). Similarly, when keeping a neutral content
bias (β = 0), mean entropy was greatest when coordination bias was fully egocentric, 0 (2.906±
0.171 bits) and lowest when coordination bias was neutral, 0.5 (2.277±0.478 bits).
Both β and c had effects on convergence that differ from a drift model; see Fig. 3. The
effect of c on entropy was different for each level of β, revealing an interaction. Average entropy
was highest when β = 0 and c was also 0 (weakest content bias and strongest egocentric bias)
(2.906± 0.171 bits) and lowest when β = 1 and c = 0.5 (1.015± 1.136 bits). When agents’
behavior was strongly content-biased, the rate of convergence increased, masking the effect of
c. Conversely, weaker content biases allowed c to show its effect on convergence, which can
be characterized by a distinctive asymmetric distribution. The slowing effect of c on the rate of
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convergence becomes hidden as β rises.
Our main result here, which establishes a baseline for posterior analyses, is that the population
reaches more convergence when agents are more sensitive to the intrinsic value of variants. It
is obvious that a content bias, as implemented in our model, dramatically affects the spread of
variants in a population and that this result is consistent with previous studies showing the crucial
effects of the individuals’ direct assessment of the value of traits on adoption and transmission (Fay
et al., 2010; Henrich & McElreath, 2007; Stubbersfield, Tehrani, & Flynn, 2015; Vale et al., 2017);
for a review see Kendal et al. (2018). It is also interesting to note how the effect of β is modulated
by c, which plays an important role in maintaining variation. There are two ways in which c acts
against convergence:
(1) A strong egocentric bias preserves sign variation at the level of the population by inhibiting the
adoption of others-produced variants (i.e. fully egocentric agents keep producing their original
egocentric variant indefinitely, unless innovation occurs). This increases diversity globally
because each agent tends to over-produce their own individual variant, reducing the probability
of local convergence.
(2) A strong allocentric bias preserves sign variation at the level of the population by inhibiting
the production of variants stored as egocentric (i.e. fully allocentric agents keep producing
other-produced variants). This increases diversity globally because each agent tends to over
produce variants that are stored in their allocentric memories.
Here, it is important to note that an intermediate level of coordination bias facilitates convergence
by allowing agents to align more easily on common shared representations. Too allocentric or
egocentric scenarios make these conventions unlikely. However, fully egocentric agents are more
efficient than allocentric agents at preserving variation. This is because the allocentric memory of
allocentric agents contains more shared variants with other agents (there are seven other agents)
than the egocentric memory of egocentric agents (there is only one ego). Consequently, the proba-
bility that allocentric agents converge is higher than the probability that egocentric agents converge,
which explains the asymmetry of the coordination model (Fig. 3).
However, as β increases, it overrides the capacity of egocentric and allocentric biases to pre-
serve diversity. This effect is important as it highlights both the importance of coordination when
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the adoption of variants is not based on competition for variant quality, and its irrelevance in sce-
narios that encourage variant adoption based on the intrinsic properties of the variants. Our model,
therefore, assigns different weights and roles to each selection pressure, with β as the main driver
of convergence—encouraging selection owing to intrinsic variant quality, and c as a modulating
pressure—favouring variation when β is weaker. Given these baseline dynamics, in the next sec-
tions we will analyse how model outcomes are modulated by agents’ memory size and network
connectivity dynamics.
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Figure 3: Convergence (measured as Sahnnon entropy H) by round by each combination of biases.
Examples for content bias 0, 0.5 and 1. A drift model has a content bias of 0 and a coordination
bias of 0.5. X-axis represents rounds from 1 to 7, Y-axis represents entropy in bits. In this and
subsequent boxplots: middle line is median, 50% quantile; lower hinge, 25% quantile; upper hinge,
75% quantile; lower whisker is smallest observation greater than or equal to lower hinge−1∗ IQR;
upper whisker is largest observation less than or equal to upper hinge−1∗ IQR.
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3.2 Memory
Memory size increased entropy and therefore decreased convergence. Average entropy was great-
est in the absence of memory limitations, when agents kept in memory all the variants they had
been exposed to (1.935±0.920 bits). In contrast, when we limited the agents’ memory to the most
recent 5 rounds (1.920±0.930 bits), 3 rounds (1.834±0.990 bits) or 1 round (1.675±1.081 bits),
entropy decreased noticeably.
This effect of memory on entropy was more noticeable for intermediate values of content bias
(β= 0.5). When content bias was strongest, memory effects tended to be masked by a floor effect
at the lower end of the entropy distribution in the last rounds. On the other hand, when content
bias was neutral (β= 0), memory effects were greater for neutral values of coordination bias (c =
0.5), when compared with strongly egocentric or allocentric bias (Fig. 4).
In our analysis of how memory interacted with cognitive biases and influenced convergence,
our initial expectation was that, in general, memory limitations would reduce variation. These
predictions were based on studies showing that memory limitations can lead to regularisation in
concurrent frequency learning tasks, which is possibly attributable to limited working memory
(Ferdinand et al., 2013; Hudson Kam & Chang, 2009; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005; Kareev,
Lieberman, & Lev, 1997). Our model is consistent with those findings, suggesting that a larger
memory size decreases convergence by delaying social learning and, in turn, the spread of variants
with high intrinsic value. Interestingly, however, our results show that a reduction in variation
seems to be true in all scenarios except when the population is fully allocentric in a null content-
biased model. This pattern of inversion suggests that allocentric agents with larger memory sizes
might increase the probability of convergence on shared variants in scenarios where variant adop-
tion is not encouraged on the basis of intrinsic variant quality.
As with coordination bias, the effect of memory fades when β rises to levels close to 1. This
is because when the population is fully biased towards the current value of a given variant, mem-
ory size became less important as a selection mechanism for variants adoption. In contrast, as β
decreases, agents begin to increasingly activate coordination as a selection mechanism, by paying
more attention to whether variants are stored in egocentric and allocentric memories. The effect
of memory size, thus, becomes crucial to determine which variant is chosen by each agent at each
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time step since it determines the size of the pool of variants that each agent can track back in time
in its memory from a given moment. Since variation in convergent processes is in general greater
in larger pools, a reduction in memory size yields higher levels of convergence in our model, sug-
gesting an increased reliance in social learning, which helps variants with high intrinsic value to
propagate.
As we have shown in the previous section, extreme coordination biases preserve variation by
inhibiting the adoption of variants produced by others or by the agent itself. This explains why
convergence is lower when β = 0, regardless of the level of memory implemented. However, the
effect of memory is more noticeable for intermediate values of β. This is simply because in this
intermediate scenario in which both β and c coexist, β is high enough to substantially increase
convergence (yielding a large range of possible mid-convergence outcomes) but not strong enough
to eliminate the effect of memory.
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Figure 4: Convergence (measured as Shannon entropy H) by round by memory. Examples for
content bias 0, 0.5 and 1 and for coordination bias 0, 0.5 and 1. X-axis represents rounds from
1 to 7, Y-axis represents entropy in bits. In this and subsequent boxplots: middle line is median,
50% quantile; lower hinge, 25% quantile; upper hinge, 75% quantile; lower whisker is smallest
observation greater than or equal to lower hinge− 1 ∗ IQR; upper whisker is largest observation
less than or equal to upper hinge−1∗ IQR.
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3.3 Connectivity dynamic of the population
A key finding in this study is that population connectivity dynamic affected the spread of vari-
ants. Convergence was delayed in populations that took longer to reach full connectivity. But
this socio-structural effect was only manifested under certain conditions related to the cognition of
individual agents. When running simulations using a null content bias model, entropy remained
similar for all levels of connectivity (Fig. 5). Interestingly, however, increasing content bias in
the agents revealed a substantial effect of the connectivity dynamic on convergence. Mean entropy
differences between conditions were greatest at round 3: 0.805±0.730 bits under late connectivity,
0.464± 0.498 bits under mid connectivity, 0.133± 0.286 bits under early connectivity. Contrary
to what happens with memory and coordination bias, the modulating effect of the network connec-
tivity dynamic was stronger for high-moderate content bias. This is because the spread of variants
with high intrinsic value is facilitated by the assessment of variants value based on the nature of the
information itself but restricted by the conditions of accessibility to that same information imposed
by the network connectivity dynamic. Thus, connectivity dynamics are almost irrelevant in scenar-
ios with null or very low content bias, while they yield substantial effects on the pathways towards
convergence for moderate and high content bias, with late connectivity delaying convergence and
maintaining variation in the population for a longer time period. The effect of connectivity dynamic
was more pronounced in larger populations, where we can observe that the delay due late connec-
tivity dynamic lasts for a larger number of rounds when we increase population size (Fig. 5). In
content-biased populations, as population size increases, mean entropy differences between condi-
tions remained significantly high for longer time periods (e.g. when β= 0.8, the relative difference
between conditions remained above 10% for more than 6 rounds in 16-agent micro-societies, and
for more than 11 rounds in 32-agent micro-societies).
Summarising, both content bias (by strengthening the selection of high quality variants) and
population size (by lengthening the time to convergence) amplified the effect of the connectivity
dynamic, and this in turn resulted in a deep alteration of the evolutionary trajectory of conver-
gence. In these scenarios, late connectivity populations clearly show periods of rapid convergence
followed by periods of relatively slower convergence, resembling punctuational evolutionary dy-
namics. In contrast, convergence in early connectivity populations was not affected by these evo-
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lutionary bursts and tended to be shaped by a monotonic sigmoid curve.
Although the effects of network connectivity dynamics examined here tend to vanish in the long
run, it is important to characterize how fast a group of agents reach the state of convergence. Time
to convergence (TC) is a widely used performance indicator in processes that require convergence
as an outcome. Differential temporal pathways towards convergence between conditions might
have dramatic effects on social learning scenarios in which outcomes are
(a) either time-dependent or based on intermediate states (e.g. strategic or argumentative scenarios
in which the first consensus is the one that is considered), or
(b) affected by outcome primacy (e.g. the jurors’ decision after a sequence of argumentative
speeches where earlier data have more impact on behavior than later data).
Although these scenarios can vary widely, we hypothesised that TC can inform how connectivity
dynamics may alter the outcome of such social processes. We examined the effect of connectivity
on the TC in those simulations where full convergence (H = 0) was reached. Fig. 6 depicts how
fast micro-societies converged on a shared cultural convention in those simulations. The time
required for a population to reach full convergence was longer in the late connectivity condition
when compared to the mid and early connectivity conditions. This shows that the effects of the
network connectivity dynamics examined here are strong enough to alter convergence performance
in scenarios in which a common consensus is reached in the population. In other words, the
outcome of social learning processes that are strongly restricted by time is substantially affected
by these changes in the network connectivity dynamic. This is particularly true for moderate-high
levels of β. However, coordination bias and memory do not seem to interact with the connectivity
dynamic when it comes to explaining time to convergence (Supplementary material, Figs. S.12
and S.13). This is because the effect of these cognitive parameters on convergence is very limited
compared to that of content bias, which is the main driver of convergence.
Similarly, the adaptiveness (A) of the cultural system increased more rapidly in populations
with early connectivity. The change in adaptiveness of high quality variants remained above 0
across rounds, indicating that the proportion of high quality variants always increased from round
to round. However, changes in adaptiveness followed different patterns in populations with early,
mid and late connectivity (Fig. 7). Populations with late connectivity evolved in punctuated bursts
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of change followed by periods of slower change. For instance, in 8-agent micro-societies, at least 2
rapid bursts of change in the proportion of high quality variants can be observed before the popula-
tion became a fully connected network in 7 rounds. As above, these patterns can be better observed
when we increase population size. Bursts of rapid change are related to the evolutionary moments
in which the pockets of isolated agents created by the late connectivity become connected. On
the other hand, populations with early connectivity dynamics followed a single-peak evolutionary
dynamic. This is due to the fact that high-quality variants could spread in the system continuously
(and without any additional restriction imposed by the connectivity dynamic) until the population
reached its equilibrium.
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Figure 5: Convergence (measured as Sahnnon entropy H) averaged over each level of connectivity
and content bias, for population size = 8 (A), population size = 16 (B) and population size = 32
(C). The x-axis represents rounds, and the y-axis represents entropy in bits. Drift models are
shown in the top-left (β= 0). We ran 1000 simulations for each parameter combination. Error bars
indicate 95% CIs.
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Figure 6: Time to convergence—measured as the natural logarithm of the number of rounds it takes
for the population to reach full convergence (defined as H = 0 bit) for the first time—averaged over
each level of connectivity and content bias, for population size = 8 (A), population size = 16 (B)
and population size = 32 (C). We only considered micro-societies that reached full convergence.
Scenarios like this did not occurred during the round-robin simulation when content bias was
relatively low and population size was 16 or 32 agents. Late and mid connectivity delay time
to convergence when compared to early connectivity. This is particularly true for high-moderate
levels of content bias. We ran 1000 simulations for each parameter combination.
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Figure 7: Change in adaptiveness ∆A of high quality variants by round, averaged over each
level of connectivity and content bias, for population size = 8 (A), population size = 16 (B) and
population size = 32 (B). Results above 0 indicate that the proportion of high quality variants in-
creased relative to the previous round. When ∆A = 0, variant frequency was stable from round to
round.
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4 Model comparison against experimental data
We collect simulated data that includes the parameter combination of the best fit-models for the
64 data structures coded by Tamariz et al. (2014). The coded data structures correspond to the
experimental data collected by Fay et al. (2010) from four distinct 8-person communities and 16
concepts used in a Pictionary-like game, yielding a total of 64 data structures. A verification
of the model and its explanatory power is provided in Tamariz et al. (2014). The data coded in
Tamariz et al. (2014) for each generation is equivalent to the data produced by the simulator just
after the interaction of the agents in each round, that is to say, once the agents have in memory
the variants produced by their partners. This can be easily verified by observing the relatively
high levels of convergence (2 < entropy < 3) in the first generation of the graphical examples of
data structures provided in Tamariz et al. (2014). For this reason, the first generation of Tamariz
et al.’s data is equivalent to the first round of ours, and so on for subsequent generations. The
initial state of our data (r = 0) (where all variants are unique) is therefore excluded from the model
comparison. Absolute entropy was calculated for both datasets (simulated and experimental) using
the information-theoretic notion of entropy (H) (Shannon, 1948). For a detailed explanation of the
coding process see Tamariz et al. (2014).1
We run 1000 simulations under three different conditions: early (E), mid (M) and late (L)
connectivity, and test them against the experimental data coded (T ). Our model with early con-
nectivity exactly mirrors the pair composition and connectivity dynamic used in Fay et al. (2010).
Thus, we predict to find the best fit model for the 64 data structures in the early connectivity. Ac-
cording with Tamariz et al. (2014), most data structures (95%) were best accounted for without
β = 0, and using a wide combination of content-biased models. Thus, using this model fit as a
reference for our analysis, we also predict that a distribution of entropy yielded by models includ-
ing a range of content bias parameters will fit the experimental data set better than models using
extreme configurations of biases. Our simulated data structure includes 1452 different parameter
value combinations in each round. In this analysis we choose to evaluate the predictive power of
our model applied to Fay et al. (2010) by testing, against the experimental data, simulations using
1For reproducibility reasons, the experimental entropy data set used for the present analysis can be found at:
https://github.com/jsegoviamartin/network connectivity dynamics model.
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(A) the best-fit parameter combinations in Tamariz et al. (2014) (without β= 0), (B) all parameter
combinations, (C) a content biased model of β = 1 and, (D) drift model. As a benchmark for il-
lustration, a graphical representation of these model tests against the experimental data (T ) can be
found in Fig. 7. Table 2 summarizes model abbreviations.
Simulated best-fit
(without β = 0)
Simulated (all pa-
rameter combina-
tions)
Simulated (β = 1) Simulated (Drift
model β = 1)
Experimental
data
Early connectivity EA EB EC ED T
Mid connectivity MA MB MC MD -
Late connectivity LA LB LC LD -
Table 2: Model abbreviations
EA model was associated with better model fit, in particular from round 2 onwards, when the
three different connectivity dynamics begin to diverge. Mean distance between EA simulated data
and experimental data was M = 0.056,SD = 0.14. Figs. 8 and 9 show that (i) our model repro-
duces the experimental patterns of convergence, and (ii) the version of the model with parameter
combination EA that most closely matches the assumptions of the experiment is the best fit model
of the versions examined.
These results suggest that EA model qualitatively reproduces the empirical data-pattern for the
acceptable range of accuracy under the set of experimental observations. As predicted, the model
with early connectivity, which mirrors the connectivity dynamic and pair composition used in Fay
et al. (2010), outperforms its alternatives. Additionally, our results are consistent with Tamariz
et al. (2014), who found that 95% of data structures were best accounted for within a range of
content biases. We show that as long as we add β = 0 to the models (see models B in Fig. 8)
they lose predictive power, because they underestimate the decrease of entropy in the experiment.
Similarly, but due to an overestimation of entropy decline, models with only β = 1 (models C in
Fig. 8) are far from the reality shown by Fay et al. (2010). Thus, we think that there is substantial
evidence to conclude that content bias (in a wide range of levels) was an important driver of the
spread of the culturally transmitted variants in the experiment. Our results are also consistent with
a variety of studies about the role of content biases. In particular, two studies (Fay & Ellison,
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2013; Fay et al., 2008) have used the same corpus of data collected by Fay et al. (2010) to examine
the transmission of the communication systems that we model in this paper. These studies found
functional adaptations of the selected variants that are exactly the same that would be predicted
if a critical level of content bias were operating on the communication system (Tamariz et al.,
2014). We know that content biases have a strong impact on the adoption of variants. Crucially,
for the purpose of the present study, connectivity dynamics, amplified by content biases, may
have important consequences for the evolution of cultural variants in populations. Failing to take
into account the role of connectivity dynamics in experiments and in real life may preclude a full
understanding of the data observed.
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Figure 8: Comparison between experimental and simulated data. Simulated data from 16 models
(4 parameter combinations with 3 connectivity dynamics). Entropy (H) (y-axis) is plotted against
time in rounds (x-axis). Simulated data using early connectivity (E) (blue), mid connectivity (M)
(green) and late connectivity (L) (red) is tested against the experimental data collected by Fay et
al. (2010) and coded by Tamariz et al. (2014) (pink). The line plots here show the evolution of en-
tropy, with increasing convergence, over rounds. The simulated early connectivity (EA) model was
associated with better model fit, in particular from round 2 onwards, when the three different con-
nectivity dynamics begin to diverge. Models with β= 0 (B) lose predictive power when compared
to A, because they underestimate the decrease of entropy in the experimental data. Models with
only β = 1 (C) underestimate the decrease of entropy. Lines indicate mean entropy and ribbons
indicate 95% CIs.
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SD = 0.14. B. Mean entropy by model. C, D, E and F. Mean entropy by model by round. Error
bars indicate 95% CIs.
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5 Discussion
Using a computational approach, the present study extends formal and experimental findings about
learning in social networks by simulating pairwise interactive micro-societies based on round-robin
tournaments, where individual cognitive biases, memory constraints and population connectivity
dynamics are systematically manipulated. Our results extend previous studies on social learning
showing that content biases are important drivers of convergence. We also show that connectivity
dynamics affect the time-course of the spread of variants in moderate-high content biased popula-
tions: When populations take longer to reach full connectivity, convergence onto a single cultural
variant is slowed. Content bias accelerates convergence and amplifies the effects of connectivity
dynamics. Larger memory size and coordination bias, especially egocentric bias, are also shown to
slow down convergence, especially in moderate-low content biased populations. Finally, connec-
tivity dynamics are shown to affect the frequency of high quality variants (adaptiveness), with late
connectivity populations showing bursts of rapid change in adaptiveness followed by periods of
relatively slower change, and early connectivity populations following a single-peak evolutionary
dynamic.
While content bias is the main predictor of convergence, in some circumstances its effect can
be modulated by the population connectivity dynamic (Figs. 5 and 6). This means that adding
connectivity dynamics may improve the predictive power of models based on cognitive biases and
social networks, especially in cases of strong content biases. Population convergence on shared
cultural conventions is driven by the agents’ content bias, and the time required to reach a cer-
tain degree of convergence (or time to convergence) can be deeply affected by the specific order
of interactions between agents, that is, by the population connectivity dynamic: In general, the
less connectivity the more time is needed to converge. Furthermore, the effects of these different
dynamics in the order of interactions of the agents can be observed even if we maintain the same
network topology, in our case a fully connected network.
It is important to note that even though previous work in the field has frequently used fully
connected networks (Fay et al., 2010; Komarova, Niyogi, & Nowak, 2001; Tamariz et al., 2014),
this type of network topology is unrealistic because it restricts the interaction between agents to a
particular pattern of interconnectedness, reducing the complexity of the system. Therefore, pop-
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ulation connectivity dynamics might play a different role in other networks, such as scale-free
networks (Baraba´si, Albert, & Jeong, 1999; Barabaˆsi et al., 2002). Furthermore, it is well estab-
lished that people do not contribute equally to group discussions, leading to different degrees of
network connectivity (Fay, Garrod, & Carletta, 2000; Stasser & Taylor, 1991). Both factors might
potentially motivate future extensions of our current investigation.
Our results also identify a general tendency for adaptiveness to change over time and for cul-
tural variants to converge on high quality variants, in such a way that it is possible to identify causal
links between connectivity dynamics and evolutionary trajectories. In this way, in late connectiv-
ity dynamics several punctuational bursts occur in the course of a complete cycle of interactions
between agents. In contrast, early connectivity dynamics follow a single-peak evolutionary trajec-
tory. These computational results extend a number of studies that, under a variety of assumptions,
have proposed punctuational or rapid bursts of change as a feature of cultural and language evo-
lution (Atkinson, Meade, Venditti, Greenhill, & Pagel, 2008; Dixon & Robert Malcolm Ward,
1997; Fitch, 2008; Janda & Joseph, 2003; Sabherwal, Hirschheim, & Goles, 2001). Punctuational
changes in our model may provide insight into processes underlying the human ability to adapt
quickly to cultural variants introduced by new agents (e.g. due to migration), showing that these
changes can be induced merely by manipulating the order of interactions in a population.
In high content-biased populations, the effect of the connectivity dynamic is amplified (Figs. 5
and 6), while coordination bias and memory size effects are masked (Figs. 3 and 4). Interestingly,
in low content-biased populations the effect of these parameters became visible: when compared
with a drift model, egocentric and allocentric biases both reduce convergence (Fig. 3). This is
because cultural diversity can more easily be maintained over time in the presence of behaviours
that maximise the occurrence of either self-produced signals—in the case of egocentric agents—or
partner-produced signals—in the case of allocentric agents. The effect of egocentric bias is stronger
than that of allocentric bias. This is due to the fact that fully egocentric agents stick to their own
variant, which is always the same in the egocentric memory, unless there is an innovation. At the
population level, this means that each agent has a different variant, returning maximum entropy—
which can only decrease through mutation. Fully allocentric agents, in contrast, always adopt
variants produced by others. High variation is thus maintained, but to a lesser extent than in the
egocentric case because allocentric agents choose variants from among all the variants stored in
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their allocentric memories—variants produced by current or previous partners. This sometimes
leads to more than two agents converging on the adoption of a variant, and therefore reducing
entropy.
Memory also shows its effect more markedly when content bias is low or intermediate (Fig. 4).
The longer the memory span, the more variation is maintained, as variants from earlier rounds, that
might not appear at one round, are kept in memory and may reappear. Our study is consistent with
previous literature showing that memory limitations lead to a reduction in variation (Ferdinand et
al., 2013; Tamariz & Kirby, 2015). Nevertheless, we show that this reduction could be masked
in high content-biased populations, when agents have a strong preference for signals with high
intrinsic value.
Our results also agree with recent studies showing that population structure and population in-
teraction can be strong predictors of cultural evolution (Creanza et al., 2017; Derex & Boyd, 2016;
Derex et al., 2018). In addition, our model shows that cognitive biases and population connectivity
dynamics may interact in important ways. When content-biased populations evolve in high isola-
tion (late connectivity dynamic), convergence is slower than when they evolve in moderate (mid
connectivity dynamic) or low isolation (early connectivity dynamic). This is because more isolated
subpopulations cannot benefit from wider cultural exchange during the first rounds, those in which
agents are acquiring the basis of their culture and storing it into their respective memories. This
suggests that population structure and, in particular, the connectivity dynamics of the population,
can have important effects on cultural convergence and should be taken into account when it comes
to research on the interactions between cognitive biases, network structures and cultural evolution.
6 Implications
Our results are relevant to social learning scenarios governed by turn-based interventions in which
convergence on shared conventions is crucial (e.g. Bloom et al., 1987; Fay et al., 2008, 2010;
Manzo, 1996; Shteingart et al., 2013; Stone, 1969). Our computational model can be used to fit real
data obtained from turn-based cultural processes and might be helpful to improve the organisation
of the turn taking by mitigating undesirable effects linked with one particular connectivity.
In light of evolutionary theory applied to cultural evolution (Atkinson et al., 2008; Fitch, 2008),
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our results also suggest that, in some scenarios, bursts of change in the cultural system may be
partly explained by the order in which individuals interact over time. This demonstrates, for the
first time, a direct connection between convergence, adaptiveness and population connectivity dy-
namics for a fixed range of combinations of individual cognitive biases.
Our findings are consistent with scientific models and with theoretical and experimental stud-
ies of human communication showing that convergence is driven by content biases (Gong et al.,
2008; Tamariz et al., 2014), and also agree with studies on rational learning in social networks
showing that the level of convergence is partially determined by the degree of connectivity in the
social network (Barkoczi & Galesic, 2016; Centola & Baronchelli, 2015; Centola et al., 2007;
Lazer & Friedman, 2007; Mueller-Frank, 2013; Olfati-Saber & Murray, 2004). The specific ma-
nipulation of the network connectivity dynamic that we have studied here has not been taken into
account in previous experimental work and it would be especially relevant to those researchers that
use dynamic interactive microsocieties of agents switching partners over time (e.g. communicative
games, cooperative games or tournaments; Baum et al., 2004; Byun et al., 2018; Caldwell & Smith,
2012; Fay et al., 2008, 2010; Mesoudi & Whiten, 2008; Raviv et al., 2019; Tamariz et al., 2014). In
most cases, experimental designs of microsocieties of interacting actors only include one pair com-
position out of all the possible combinations of pair shuffling, and therefore, outcomes are related
with only one specific population connectivity dynamic, potentially affecting the accuracy of the
generalisations made by these studies. Our results suggest that this type of research would benefit
from experimental designs that control the probability of occurrence of each possible connectivity
dynamic.
Our agent-based model is a simplification of a specific problem. Each agent is characterized by
a combination of biases towards the quality and origin of a set of variants. The network topology is
complete and organised in dyads. Thus, following Rubinstein (2006), in the dilemma of responding
to reality, we regard our model as a very limited set of assumptions which is inevitably inapplicable
to many contexts.
In this study we have presented an innovative small-scale simulation project and a comparison
of the simulations against experimental data collected from existing experiments, which allowed
us to run a high resolution test of the specific parameters examined within a small but highly con-
trolled dataset. Future research on the topic of this paper should go through experimentation with
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human participants, with the aim of verifying assumptions and conclusions. For example, further
experiments could be oriented towards data collection from connectivity dynamics modelled in
this paper, in particular those that have not yet been used in experimental work. Our first effort in
this experimental line of research using 4-agent micro-societies can be found in Segovia-Martı´n
and Tamariz (2020).
Properties of populations can be important predictors of cultural evolution, and our model has
shown that convergence can be altered by the connectivity dynamic. This may help improve the
experimental design of ongoing research in the field of cultural evolution and better explain the
interactions between network topologies, cognitive biases and cultural transmission.
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